iVend Handheld Inventory Management

An Inventory Solution Designed To Maximize Retail Profits
Improve efficiency, gain visibility into stock and automate your hardest jobs.
Inventory control is crucial in retail, especially for stores with a large number or variety of SKUs. Without
proper controls, a store may run out of stock or be burdened with slow moving products. While managing
retail inventory traditionally requires long hours and can result in costly errors, a handheld solution for
inventory improves data accuracy, better utilizes the retail workforce by providing a tool for store associates to
check inventory in real-time, and assist customers with inventory and price information from anywhere on the
store floor or warehouse.
iVend Handheld Inventory Management has been designed to be intuitive and extremely efficient. The
handheld device coupled with powerful inventory management software enables users to enter transactions
and perform inventory requests pertaining to goods and stocks in real-time. Transaction validation takes place
online therefore insuring accurate data is maintained.
Using RF based handheld devices equipped with iVend Retail, store employees can update inventory
faster, with minimal errors and provide the decision makers with visibility into real-time updates to
stock status.

Benefits
•

Achieve more accurate stock counting and

•

reports
•

Improve transaction accuracy with real-time
data validation

Efficiently perform cycle counts with real-time

•

Deliver on customer experience and reduce

barcode scanning

wait times by instantly looking up availability

•

Check stock from anywhere in the store

and pricing data from anywhere in the store

•

Easily manage product SKUs

•

Manage pricing across all channels and
customer groups

•

Increase store associate mobility and
convenience with a modern look and feel

•

Heighten productivity through better employee
time utilization

For more information about iVend Retail, please visit www.ivend.com

iVend Handheld Inventory Management
Features
•

Stock counting via Barcode Scan

•

Stock Transfer

•

Stock Management

•

Goods Receipt PO

oo Request

oo Goods Issue

•

Goods Return to Vendor

oo Shipment

oo Goods Receipt

•

Item Lookup

oo Receipt

oo Location Transfer

Hardware Compatibility
iVend Handheld Inventory Management works on any handheld device
running Windows Mobile 6.0 or 6.5. The architecture also supports most
standard barcode-encoding formats.

About iVend Retail
iVend Retail is an integrated Omnichannel retail management solution by CitiXsys that
helps retailers to optimize business operations to gain more time to focus on what really
matters – cultivating customer engagement and capitalizing on retail trends. iVend Retail
is the chosen retail management platform for thousands of retailers in over 85 countries.
Our high quality and cost-effective integrated retail solutions help retailers increase
revenue, build customer loyalty, reach new customers and lower their operating costs.
For more information about iVend Handheld Inventory Management,
visit www.ivend.com or email us at contact@citixsys.com.
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